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E. O. 11652: GDS
TAGS: MASS, KU
SUBJ: US MILITARY TEAM FOR KUWAIT

REF: STATE 64891

1. RE PARA 4 REFTEL EMBASSY RECOMMENDS F5 E AIRCRAFT EXPERT BE
   ADDED TO TEAM. PLEASE PROVIDE NAME, CLEARANCE AND OTHER INFO ASAP.

2. EMBASSY INFORMING GOK OF TEAM MAKE-UP AND ARRIVAL TIME VIA
   FOREIGN OFFICE NOTE. EMBASSY WILL RESERVE NINE SINGLES AT
   HILTON AND WILL MAKE ARRANGEMENTS WITH GOK RE MEETING
   TEAM UPON ARRIVAL. CONTROL OFFICERS FOR TEAM VISIT WILL
   BE EMBOFFS BOGOSIAN AND JOHNSON. ASSUME ALL TEAM MEMBERS
   WILL HAVE KUWAITI VISAS AND CURRENT CHOLERA VACCINATIONS.
   STOLTZFUS
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*** Current Handling Restrictions ***  n/a
*** Current Classification ***  SECRET